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Making a model of a functioning wetland 

The most exciting way to explore a wetland is to visit a one and conduct a range of experiments and 
hands on activities.  If you are not able to do that, then build a functioning wetland model with your 
learners.   

What you will need: 

2 litre coke bottle, with cap  Coarse and fine sand   A few stones  

A “plug” of vegetation of grass  Stop watch    measuring jug 

Scissors     Small bowl    Water   

Dirt / mud 

Note to teacher: with higher grade, one can split the class into smaller groups to each construct their own 
“wetland” 

Directions: 

1. Cut the 2litre bottle as shown in the picture.  Try not to damage the neck section.   

2. Plug the end with vegetation / grass. 

3. Fill the bottom 2/3 of the bottle with Coarse  sand.  Cover this with the fine sand.   

4. Near the back of the bottle, place your stones in a pile.  This will act as your mountain. 

5. Place the cap under the bottle near the back.  Ensure that the whole system is balanced.  Before you add 
water to the system, ensure you have placed a small bowl at the outflow end.  Could be messy otherwise  

6. Using the measuring jug, stimulate rain on the mountain.  Watch through the side of the bottle how the 
water starts to move through the “wetland” towards the end. 

 

 



Monitoring a model wetland 

Now that your wetland is “built” we are going to investigate the functioning of a wetland and the 

services these ecosystems provide.  Follow the instruction below and record your findings in the 

spaces provided.   

Measuring the outflow rate 

1. Ensure the whole system has no water in it, including the bowl at the outflow end.   

2. Measure out some water using the measuring jug.  Record how much this is in millilitres and 
litres.   

3. Pour this water onto the stones and start the stop watch.   

4. Catch the water that flows out at the other end.  When it stops coming out, stop the stop 
watch.  Record how much this is in millilitres and litres.   

Amount of water introduced 
to the system 

Time taken for water to move 
through the system 

Amount of water that filtered 
through the system 

ml 

litres 

seconds 

minutes 

ml 

litres 

 

Purification of water in a wetland 

1. In your measuring jug, mix dirt / mud in it till the water is murky.   

2. Pour this water on the stones.  Make sure you have a little left behind in the jug though.   

3. Collect the water at the outflow end.  Compare the water to that which you introduced to 
the system and complete the table below.   

Describe the murky water before it entered the 
system 

Describe the water that filtered through the 
system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What has happened to the water?  Why and how did this happen? 

_______________________________________________________________________________
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